
Description of the arm sleeves:

Protection Arm sleeves cover is made from PE material, with elastic cuff style with the good
waterproof and oilproof  functions.

Advantages of the arm sleeves:

1. Good protective, lightweight, latex free.
2. Use sewing technology, comfortable wearing.
3. Available material:PP 25-65g, PP+PE 40-65g, SMS 35-65g,Microporous 45-65g
4.Available color:  white, blue, green, yellow, red
5. Standard size: 20*40cm, 20*44cm, 20*60cm

Indications of the arm sleeves:

Widely used in clinic, hospital, restaurant, food processing, beauty salon, electronic industry, etc.
Popular by global customers with its distinct properties, which can be dust-proof, oil-proof, dirt-proof,
protect skins, and mainly used in food and medical industries.

Specifications of the arm sleeves:

 Material PE
 Weight  PE 10-35G
 Style  with elastic cuff style
 Size  20*40cm,20*44cm,20*60cm
 Color  White,green,blue,yellow,red
 Applications  widely used in hospital,food factory and dust-free workshop
 Packing  100pcs/bag,10bags/ctn
 Packing design  All inner box and carton printing can be as your design
 Certification  CE and ISO13485 standard
 MOQ  5000 PCS

Pictures of arm sleeves:



FAQ:

Q: 1.Are you a manufacturer or a trading company, and when was your company established?
A: Yes, we are directly manufacturer, our factory was established in 2003, we have our own exported rights
company in 2013.
 
Q: 2.What is the annual turnover for your company?
A: Normally it is around USD18 million-20 million, it is still in the growing. 
 
Q:3. What is the number of employees at your company?
A: Our factory is about 380-400 skilled workers, 10 professional QC for quality checking during each process and
10 professional int'l sales with 3-8 years experience in int'l trade department.

Q:4.what is your MOQ of each products?
A: Face mask/caps/shoe covers/arm sleeves each MOQ: 50,000 pieces.



Clothes and sheets MOQ:5000 pieces
 
Q:5.How do you solve quality issues if any?
A: Our factory will pay the highest attention to quality issues. We will deeply investigate the root cause of the
problems and find the best solution to avoid any future problems. Meanwhile we will corresponding
compensation for our customers.


